Coaching professional ball players has become more and more difficult and requires among other abilities also good tactical knowledge. This paper describes a program that can assist in tactical coaching for table tennis by extracting and analyzing video data of a table tennis game. The here described application automatically extracts essential information from a table tennis match, such as speed, length, height and others, by analyzing a video of that game. It then uses the well known machine learning library "Weka" to learn about the success of a shot. Generalization is tested by using a training and a test set. The program then is able to predict the outcome of shots with high accuracy. This makes it possible to develop and verify tactical suggestions for players as part of an automatic analyzing and coaching tool, completely independent of human interaction.
Introduction
In the past, numerous attempts have been made to analyze sports games, here mainly using historical data for statistical analysis. In fast paced ball games like table tennis, it may be interesting to understand why some shots are successful, while others are not. This of course highly depends on the respective players, and every player generally will have a unique portfolio of successful and unsuccessful shots. We believe that in this case, machine learning can be employed to understand the individual behavior, and use this for training and tactical analysis for individual players.
Furthermore, player and ball tracking algorithms are getting introduced into literally any kind of ball sports. So far most of tactical game analysis systems like the well known "Hawk Eye" [13] are produced for audiences rather than coaching assistance tools. If not fully automatically done by a computing system, analyzing a game and creating a decent game plan and tactics is very time consuming and quality highly depends on the coach's expert level. In addition to that, statistical analysis demands high computational effort. This brought up the initial idea of our work, which is to fully automatically give tactical advice to players, based on the analysis of their games. This means that * Corresponding Author. E-mail: lukas.draschkowitz@chello.at the program must be aware of shots and points that are taken and has to be able to extract and make use of as many attributes as possible. Then an algorithm has to detect patterns to make suggestions for the ongoing game.
We introduce a simple algorithm that allows analysis of a table tennis game by two calibrated off-the-shelf USB webcams, and a laptop using Java and the "OpenCV" 1 and "Weka" [23] libraries. The whole program is therefore implemented in Java to be consistent. We show that this low-cost setup already results in excellent results, and it may be expected that professional equipment would result in even higher accuracy. ( Figure  1 ) pictures our approach.
The main source of our approach is given by videos of table tennis games, in our case captured by standard webcams. For particular players, we extract relevant features like length and direction of strokes from the videos and train classifiers from the "Weka" library, discriminating between success and failure. After training, these classifiers are capable of predicting the success of strokes for a particular game and player. By analyzing the respective classifiers, trainers and players can understand which tactical patterns have higher success rates and should therefore be preferred by the players.
Figure 1. Overview over our approach
Results show a high potential in that area and also lead to new ideas of how to analyze the game and how to use such algorithms in similar but slightly different ways, since we extract a lot of information about the game. This is part of the discussion in the conclusion section.
Related Work
An general overview of sports informatics technologies can be found in [1] . Our work relates to various works that detect and track certain objects in sports, e.g., tennis [25] , table tennis [6] , soccer [10, 17, 24] , basketball [3] , volleyball [4, 5] , or even pool billiard [18, 19] . The best known multi camera technology that works with player and ball tracking is probably the "Hawk Eye" [13] , widely used in tennis sports, not only to aid referees but also to collect statistical data (mostly for audiences and TV). [5] analyze volleyball sequences with a 3D model from a single camera input. [15] points out that match analysis is an undervalued coaching tool. A key to obtain an exact position of a detected object is the right camera calibration. [5, 8, 19] show how to extract an object's exact position by detecting court lines in any sport and compare them to models of those courts. [6] extracts data without calibration and uses table and player tracking instead. [4] uses a very similar process to ours of subtracting a background picture to avoid noise. [18] follows our approach in pool billiard and differences between balls by color. On the other hand [9, 10] show different approaches of finding objects with classifiers that work with positive and negative image examples. [5, 25] show how to filter object candidates in various situations and sports. We provided an algorithm that extracts all data automatically, which is quite similar to the requirements of robotics. [20] shows a detection and tracking program for robotic soccer games also implemented using "OpenCV".
In [22] different tactical patterns are assigned to filmed tennis matches and archived for future queries. In [14] table tennis games are analyzed via a stochastic performance diagnostic concept using various statetransition-models. [16] gives an overview of the field of data mining in sports. [21] can be seen as a summary of video data mining, while [2] describes the problems and solutions in multimedia data mining from feature extraction to current multimedia data mining systems. [12] delivers an approach to identify soccer strategies in multi-camera videos.
Analyzing Table Tennis Shots

Optical Ball Tracking and Feature Extraction
The goal was to extract as many attributes as possible from a table tennis game. At the same time, we tried to keep everything as simple and low-cost as possible, without making compromises in terms of quality and accuracy. For recording we used two standard Logitech USB webcams, connected to a notebook. The requirements we set for the cameras were different. Since the room we recorded in was pretty small, we had to use wide angle cameras. Furthermore, we needed an appropriate frame rate since table tennis is a fast sport and balls can reach as much as 180 km/h [11] . That means in worst case the ball moves 80 cm in a second so we can only detect the ball three times on each side of the table with our 60 frames/second frame rate. That is on the lower limit and the system would of course profit a lot on higher frame rates. Up to that we want the program to run really stable and therefore be forgiving whenever the algorithm is unable to detect the ball on a single frame for any reason. That could be simply because a player gets between the ball and the cameras or even be caused by light effects etc. Not detecting the ball is of course in general not bad, since we would not be able to detect it a lot of times simply because the ball is not in the game! Still in our experiments the program was able to deal with very low frame rates as well. On the other hand, the amount of pixels was secondary, since it turned out that high resolutions do not necessarily improve the accuracy of our predictions, but have a negative effect on the analysis performance and might be scaled down anyway. The main camera was located at the side of the table with light coming in from a window behind and an additional light source we installed. Since the height of the ball relative to the table top is an important feature when extracting information from the video, we had to make sure that this camera was at one level with the table so that the table plate seems 2-dimensional. Therefore there is no difference whether the ball bounces on the right or left side of a players side of the table later in the game and extracting the ball's height is quite Using Video Analysis and Machine Learning for Predicting Shot Success in Table Tennis easy independent from the occasion. The second camera was fixed on the ceiling above the table, with lights also coming from the top of the room ( Figure 2 ) and was used for depth information to determine the side of the table on which the ball bounces during the game. One of these cameras should be centered to detect the net. In our case it was the side camera we centered, since for economic reasons we only fetched pictures from the upper camera whenever an event was detected to get additional information for the extracted features. The experiments showed that this is sufficient and saves a lot of computing power as well. Still this leads to some smaller imprecisions and analyzing each frame from the upper camera can further increase the robustness of the system and will generally result in more accurate speed attributes. Due to the fact that the implemented ball detection is based on color, we used an orange ball which is an official competition ball and easier to detect with most backgrounds than white ones, especially with respect to contrast ( Figure 3) .
In terms of software we used "EvoCam 3.6.9" in a free trial version, which made it possible to start both cameras synchronously. To read and handle the videos and extract the required information we used the well known "OpenCV" library in the fairly new Java Desktop version. By now there might not be all functions translated from the original "OpenCV" since the first release of the "Java" version was in February 2013
2 . Basically our software can be split up into five components. "ReadVideo" extracts frame by frame from the given input videos. "ConvertImage" converts these frames into an easily usable and economic format. "Detection" detects the ball object, "Data Extraction" extracts all the features and attributes and sends it to the "Weka" component, which in turn is responsible for statistical analysis. The ball detection algorithm works as follows:
Since the ball can change color through speed, light effects, shadows and similars [10] , it is not advisable to search for a specific RGB color. Therefore we transform the images to the HSV color space, which is defined by a channel for color, light intensity and color saturation.
The very first frame (acting as the reference frame) is seen as the background picture and should neither contain the ball nor any players. Each of the following frames is compared to to this reference frame and similar objects that are detected in a certain range of the HSV model are subtracted since those contours are obvisously not the ball. Of course, for economic reasons, only the HSV subtracted black and white image of the background picture is saved and then compared to the following substracted black and white frames. The result is a black and white image containing only the ball and some noise, both presented by white pixels.
Those small contours caused by noise ( Figure 4 ) not being part of the actual ball object, are then filtered by size ( Figure 5 ) since most contours appear to be either too big or really small and can therefore by eleminated as ball candidates. Should there still be another ball-like object left (Figure 6 ), the program then takes the one object that is nearest to the last known ball position. This has proven to work reliable, although there would also be certain algorithms in opencv, to estimate the ball position relative to the last known position if needed.
We then compute the ball position within the image with the help of image moments that return the center of the white pixels (representing the ball object). The next step is to extract the game play fully automatically. Therefore the program has two states that define whether or not the ball is in the game at a certain time point. For ongoing rallies the program saves the additional information on whether the ball just moved upwards or downwards, whether it moves left to right or right to left and the ball position itself. For upwards/ downwards detection we are only interested in the case when the ball moves downwards and then changes its vertical direction. Still we also want to know if the ball has already moved upwards before to avoid detection of the same bounce twice (due to high frame rates). This is enough information to detect all of the features defined in Table 1 . Whenever the ball is not in the game we wait for the algorithm to detect a change of vertical direction. Since the players are forced by the official rules to throw the ball in the air before a service, it can be identified easily. We then change our flag to register that the ball is in the game from now on. If, after that, we detect the ball going downwards and then changing to go upwards, we know there was a bounce. Now we have to decide whether it was a normal bounce or an error, for example a second bounce or the bounce happened to be on the wrong side of the table. As mentioned it is important to know that the ball was once going downwards before we detect the bounce since we do not want the same bounce to be recognized twice. Whenever we detect a horizontal change we have to decide whether we have a new stroke or if the ball has bounced of the net. If we do not detect any event for a certain amount of time we can assume that the last player touching the ball has hit a winner if the ball has already bounced on the other side or an out ball if not. If the end of a stroke is detected (meaning a vertical directional change, a timeout, or an error) all attributes of the last stroke are calculated. Length, winner (=last stroke) or error and direction (which at the same time reveals the player of that stroke) are fairly straight forward to calculate. Additionally we can already tell when a service (=first stroke) and return stroke is coming up. For the side on which the ball bounces up, we use the picture from the upper camera which we handle the same way as for the side camera. Calculating the ball speed, however, is more challenging and incorporates the Euclidean distance between two ball objects (only 2-dimensional), the distance between camera and table, and the time between the two frames. After calibrating the camera we marked to edges of the table (in orange again), saved the picture and calculated the distance between camera and table at the beginning of each analysis by comparing the picture with the actual (real) table length. Still we could also just work with constant distances between camera and table. 
Event is Ball in
Feature game? change of yes stroke, ball in net horizontal direction change of bounce, bounce vertical direction yes on wrong side, second bounce change of no could be service vertical direction timeout yes winner, out
Machine Learning
By now we extracted the following features for each shot: hits, quality, length, service, speed, direction, player, and point.
Most of the feature composition is straight forward and features can be represented by numeric attribute values. For binary features we used numeric attributes as well by assigning 0 or 1 in these cases. The "hits" variable tells us how many strokes have been played up to this moment of the rally, starting with zero for the service. If it shows significance in the dataset, it could tell us to shorten up the rallies and to try to force the point decision as quickly as possible. Or on the contrary to keep the ball in the game. Another thing that can influence the success of a table tennis stroke is the previous stroke's quality. The quality value is computed from both length and speed of the stroke previous to the one described, by summing up the normalized values. This should quantify the impact of the previous stroke on the current one. Very often a good quality stroke leads to a stroke of poor quality or maybe even a fault. Certainly the flow of the game will also depend on previous strokes.
The length attribute specifies the length of the stroke observed. The service attribute only specifies whether this stroke is a service or not because those strokes will show great differences in their other attribute values. The speed attribute refers to the speed of the ball when hit. "Direction" stores the direction of a shot in the meaning of left or right. This is especially relevant in table tennis where players are very often vulnerable on their backhands, which is what [14] summarize in their results.
Of course each player will behave differently in a game and you want to be able to make tactical suggestions for each of them. Thus strokes are assigned to one of the players. In the end, what we want to know about a given stroke is whether it leads to a point (thus is the last valid stroke in that rally) or not. Therefore the class attribute values to be evaluated are "point" or "no point". This means we want to assign each stroke either to the class of no point instances or to the class of point instances.
We generate data sets where every stroke is represented by an instance described by these seven features. Each of them is further assigned to one of the two class variables. Thus we can work with every classifier that is capable of handling classification problems with binary class values, which in fact applies to most of the standard classifiers in "Weka" [7] .
In our experiments we included as many attributes as possible, and later let the classifier decide whether they are relevant or not. Since matches vary, it is generally unknown beforehand, which features will be good discriminators. For example, if the service is an important factor in one game, it could be of no relevance in the next one. As a consequence we tried to obtain as many attributes as possible to include every aspect of the game and make the application work as precise as possible.
Figure 8. Attribute visualisation for 178 strokes
What we essentially generated at this point are detailed statistics about the captured game. In Figure  8 we can see the strokes captured in our experiment, where the darker (blue) areas indicate point strokes and lighter (red) areas indicate no-point strokes. What we can learn from these statistics is that a high number of point strokes are played with little length and were played to the left hand side. Whereas in this experiment the number of hits in a rally or the speed of a stroke are secondary. Naturally this matter will vary from game to game.
Nonetheless it is not possible to tell whether the above is true for both players by just looking at the statistics, although it seems to be like that in our experiment. We want to know a lot more than we can learn from statistics directly. So what we did, was using 5 Using Video Analysis and Machine Learning for Predicting Shot Success in Table Tennis EAI Endorsed Transaction on
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After splitting the dataset into a training set (66.6 %) and a testing set (33.3 %), we trained a classifier and were able to evaluate unlabeled data, which means we were able to predict the outcome of a stroke by knowing about its features.
Experimental Results
We tested our approach by analyzing various videos, the longest being 15 minutes and consisting of 39 rallies and around 160 strokes in total. The Computer Vision component was able to detect all of them, extract the attributes and provide them to the Machine Learning component. Our setup worked with a number of classifiers implemented by "Weka". Although exact numbers depend on the dataset and respectively on the input video, various trees, "Naive Bayes" and "kStar" [23] always classified well over 80 % of the instances in the test set correctly (see Figure 9 ). In our experiments we even measured 89 % correct classifications for the "Decision Table" classifier.   84  85  86  87  88  89  90 Decsion Table   SMO Random Tree Naive Bayes
Kstar
Percentage of Correct Classifications Figure 9 . Percent of correctly classified instances for different classifier using 66 % of the dataset as the training set -from a total of 57 instances Figure 10 shows the percentage of correctly and wrongly classified instances when using a "Random Tree". A fact that makes our classification problem harder to solve is that obviously only a fraction of the strokes will be point strokes.
The "Random Tree" algorithm, a so called "white box" [23] classifier, seems to be a good choice when trying to understand what the classifier has learned. It is a tree that considers n randomly chosen attributes at each node. The decision process can be easily followed by visually inspecting the tree that is the result of the learning process (see Figure 11 ). This classifier can already be used for real-time situations, where e.g. an on-going game is analyzed on the fly, yielding important tactical information for adapting game tactics in the right away. In many cases however, the tree could be hard to understand. So we still need to find an appealing way to give tactical advice to the players. With the possibility to evaluate strokes we were able to verify the success for predefined strokes. Each of these strokes would correspond to a certain tactical pattern or game plan. One pattern for instance suggests to play shots of a certain length to the backhand, with high speed, whilst another one suggests to play strokes short and slow to the right side of the table.
This process could be done incrementally as well, in case a real time application is required. In our experiment we processed the video first and classified it afterwards in an off-line manner. To generate artificial strokes that correspond to certain tactical patterns, the mean, the maximum value and the minimum value for each attribute are computed. Thus we take the highest speed observed and leave the rest of the values to be the mean values. Therefore they should have no affect on the stroke success. This way we can generate different patterns by setting some values to max or min and look at their effects. The machine learning system will tell us, if it is likely to become a point stroke or not.
By validating the stroke success for the generated strokes we validated the respective tactical patterns at the same time. We are free to generate and verify an unlimited number of different tactical patterns in variable complexity as long as they are expressible 6 
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Creative Technologiesthrough our selected set of features. This system is scalable as new game patterns can be added easily. In our experiment the program suggested to "Play short shots to the left side". This is a good strategy because it is what we already saw in our statistics shown in Figure  8 . Obviously adding more patterns would have resulted in more suggestions. Another thing that can be thought of, is creating collections of patterns that, if validated all together, represent an entire game plan. This way we could offer more complete suggestions to the players. Another adaption that can be made, is changing the class value type of the used classifier to numeric. On the one hand this would result in a reduced number of classifiers that can be used. Obviously trees can not handle numeric class values. On the other hand this makes it possible to not only decide whether a game plan is good or not but to tell you precisely in numbers how good they work. So you would have more options to choose from. Ultimately, analyzing sport games fully automatically makes a huge difference to conventional sport analysis methods. It could be used in practice by coaches and athletes before, during or after competition and also in practice, by giving tactical advice on the fly [7] .
Conclusions and Future Work
To develop tactical suggestions for table tennis players during a game we analyzed a video and extracted strokerelevant features. Then we built a model in "Weka" and trained a classifier to predict the outcome of each shot. We showed that 85 % of the shots have been correctly classified in our test set. To make tactical suggestions we let our classifier evaluate different stroke types and verify them by calculating the probability of being a point stroke. In the end we can offer tactical suggestions for each player.
Naturally they will likely not hold for other match-ups between different players or sometimes even for future matches of the same players, because in sports like table tennis, players can have days when they feel good or bad about some kind of shots and one can never infer from one game to the sport as a whole.
Nevertheless more general tactical patterns like "reduce return errors" are likely to improve their universal validity and can therefore be helpful in general and not only in the context of the analyzed game. So, a way to go would be to try to be more universal and to focus on (maybe few) aspects of only one player which corresponds to finding strength and weakness of that player. In order to get accurate universal results though, you will need an universal training set including more than one match. Of course the more general the predictions are, the less accurate they will get and above all over-generalization will lead to uninformative outputs like "play winners" or rather the same score for all precise patterns. Also the removal of attributes in the machine learning system would lead to generalization.
Another helpful idea could be to attach a sensor to a player's racket like it is already done in golf and in "Babolat" tennis rackets.
3 These could give additional information on the ball impact location or the swing speed.
Plenty of these approaches could possibly be added to our machine learning component. The algorithm could also take several of the last strokes or rallies into account, which is similar to the idea of the quality attribute we introduced.
This of course is only a small excursion to the huge amount of possibilities that tactical computer aided coaching can have an impact on.
There is also lot's of room for improvement in terms of quality and calibration of the cameras, although the algorithm performs very well for low-quality equipment already. If we would be able to record the video in a bigger room, and therefore capture not only the table but also the room behind we could introduce another attribute spin, by calculating the ratio of the speed between the beginning of the stroke and its bounce and the speed between the bounce and the next stroke since the ball would increase its speed with topspin and decrease due to slices. This would make the analysis even more accurate since spin is a central element of the game. Additionally we could calculate the speed more accurately by taking both pictures and a 3-dimensional ball movement into account. Obviously we could then use the second camera to detect the ball whenever it is not detected by the main camera, for example when there is some object between camera and ball. This would help making the program even more stable and correct. As already mentioned a higher frame rate would also contribute to better results.
A way to actually generate and evaluate only the right patterns would be to select the two most significant attributes prior, which can be done with the ranker algorithm in "Weka", and create patterns varying only these two attributes. Incremental classification could be used to make the application work as a realtime application. Execution on smart phones would be possible as the application works for low quality videos. Generally more tactical patterns are to be added as well as there is the possibility to add more high level algorithms in the computer vision component to filter noise or predict ball movement better. Furthermore our results are likely to be improved if more attributes (e.g. spin) are added.
Overall, the good results and possible improvements lead us to believe that this kind of game analysis could help trainers as well as players to identify strengths and weaknesses or simply help to adjust their game in the tactical level. This might be true for other racket sports as well.
